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ABSTRACT

databases [9, 11], the construction of ontologies of general
knowledge [9] and extracting knowledge for given application
domains to model expert systems for the given domain [3,
10]. All of the mentioned approaches are well established
and used with great effect. However, common problems
these mining approaches face are the diversity of the knowledge representations used within the user generated content
as well as identifying worthwhile sources of experience in
the available data [15, 24]. These problems are moderated
if the mining operation aims at general or common knowledge, reducing the need of finding domain specific sources
or is supported by using highly organised knowledge sources
deploying recent technologies and standards of the Semantic Web such as RDF, or Linked (Open) Data (see, e.g., [13,
25] for examples of knowledge extraction aided by Semantic
Web technologies) reducing the effort of adapting the mining
approach to the different forms of knowledge representation
present in the mining sources.
A specific problem that not yet benefited from the above
mentioned facilitations is the task of searching for a solution
to a very specific problem. One such problem as for example could be a programmer seeking a solution to only one
function she is trying to implement in a broader but specific
project context. As of now a developer has to rely on general information sources like books or API documentations
and piece together her solution to the problem she is facing.
If she would try to benefit from the Experience Web in her
context her task is supported but not yet provided by the
use of search engines due to their limitation to fact finding
for given problems such as with Wolfram Alpha1 . It is still
a manual task to find a worthwhile solution to such specific
problems from the experience available on the Internet.
The intent of this paper is to provide insight in the process
of mining solutions to highly specific problems in a defined
context. This is to be accomplished by analysing a use case
of a series of searches in a real world application development. The broader aim of providing such insight into the solution search is to provide a first approach to the definitions
of the steps and sub-tasks involved in searching for a solution to a contextualised specific problem and to encourage
the cross-fertilisation of ideas regarding the improvement of
the identified tasks and thus formulate a new research approach to this problem and highlight a number of key technical challenges that must be solved. The specific aim of the
analysis is determining the possibility to integrate an automated form of solution mining for contextualised specific

In this paper we describe the task of automated mining for
solutions to highly specific problems. We do so under the
premise of mapping the split view on context, introduced
by Brézillon and Pomerol, onto three different levels of abstraction of a problem domain. This is done to integrate the
notion of activity or focus and its influence on the context
into the mining for a solution. We assume that a problem’s
context describes key characteristics to be decisive criteria
in the mining process to mine successful solutions for it.
We further detail on the process of a chain of sub problems and their foci adding up to a meta problem solution
and how this can used to mine for such solutions. Through
a guiding example we introduce basic steps of the solution
mining process and common aspects we deem interesting to
be analysed closer in upcoming research on solution mining. We further examine the possible integration of these
newly established outlines for automatic solution mining for
highly specific problems into a Seasaltexp , a currently developed architecture for explanation-aware extraction and
case-based processing of experiences from Internet communities. We thereby gained first insights in issues occurring
while trying to integrate automatic solution mining.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The term Experience Web or Web of Experience was introduced in the context of research on knowledge extraction
from the Internet in 2009. The basic idea is that user generated content available on the Internet is basically representing a huge repository of personal as well as technical experience provided by the users [18]. Experience available from
the Web is already mined and used by such approaches as
Opinion Mining, mining common sense knowledge into huge
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problems into the Seasaltexp architecture [20, 21] where
this task is required to be performed in an automated way
in the knowledge acquisition step of the architecture and
thus needs the identified key technical challenges of the task
resolved (see section 5).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
gives an overview of the Experience Web regarding the different forms of knowledge representations present there and
an outline of the problems induced by these varying representations for knowledge mining. Section 2 also elaborates
on related work in experience mining and its use so far. In
section 3 we introduce the problem of mining solutions to
contextualised specific problems and present the use case on
which the analysis of the solution mining process is built.
Section 4 then presents sub tasks and their respective challenges encountered during the process of solution mining.
We further propose a first attempt to a process model describing the task of mining for solutions for contextualised
specific problems. In section 5 we discuss possibilities to
integrate automated forms of the sub-tasks identified in section 4 into the Seasaltexp architecture. Section 6 summarises the paper and provides an outlook on next steps.

2.

Figure 1: The Experience Web [18]

ontologies [12]. These approaches of extracting and using
experience from the Experience Web are to be seen at the
‘broad’ or most abstract end of the spectrum of possible uses
of experience mining or experience extraction. The ‘fine’
or most concrete end of the spectrum is given by extracting knowledge from the Experience Web to model domain
specific knowledge for very specific domains given. This extraction of very specific knowledge for domains is helping to
model these domains in, for example, knowledge based systems intended for decision support or planning tasks. However this approach does not try to mine for solutions to a
specific problem directly, but aids to model the domains for
the later automated generation or retrieval of a solution in
a separate knowledge based system [26, 3, 10, 19, 14].
Despite all of the above mentioned approaches many of
these experiences are still accessible only to certain approaches
of knowledge extraction. Either the approaches are aiming
at very broad, respectively highly abstract or common-sense
knowledge or are aiming at the very specific ones, handling
domain specific knowledge artefacts in a precisely defined
domain. Both approaches, aiming for abstract or aiming for
specific knowledge, benefit from the use of Semantic Web
technologies. Using these technologies, such as RDF2 or
Open Data standards, within the web communities composing the Experience Web aids to provide a coherent and
machine readable form of knowledge representation which
in turns eases the effort necessary to extract the experiences
present in these web communities. Thus a current research
topic in the context of this paper is the analysis of knowledge
representations used in web communities, the questions of
how to formalise knowledge present and/or generated from
the extraction process and how Semantic Web technologies
and there strict use can aid the tasks of extracting experience from the Experience Web.

RELATED WORK

One of the fastest growing kinds of data with respect to
volume on the Web is user generated content (UGC). This
content is mostly in the form of semi-structured texts. UGC
often contains artifacts of user experiences, expressed explicitly or implicitly [18]. Extracting this information, often describing experiences, is still a task not easily accomplished
by a machine. This is mainly due to the fact that most of
it is unsystematic and thereby hard to retrieve efficiently
and thus cannot be mined and reused easily [4]. The Web
2.0 and its forms of user communities becoming more userfriendly results in more and more users participating in one
of the many forms of web communities Web 2.0 offers [5].
Following the idea of the Experience Web [29] one has to
ask how experience is at the current time mined and reused
and thus how the Experience Web is being exploiting at the
moment and which approaches are used for this. Figure 1
provides an overview of the contents forming the Experience
Web where the Content is the basic layer, its usage forms the
second layer of mainly opinions and the top layer represents
actual experience present within the web.
Current exploits of the Experience Web are for example
Opinion Mining. As Gordon and others [9, 17, 11], point
out a currently well-established approach to harvest experience from the Experience Web aims at personal web logs
stories and the extraction of experience from the stories
present there. This approach of extraction from web-log stories is also widely employed in the area of Opinion Mining
(see [16] for a survey of the approaches to opinion mining).
Another area where experience mining is used is the extraction of common-sense knowledge from the UGC available
from the Web 2.0 [9, 17, 23]. These approaches aid the field
of common-sense reasoning for example in that way as to
build up a large database of common-sense experience to
allow reasoning automated upon this [9].
Aiming also to support common-sense reasoning but also
for more specific tasks is work to extract situation ontologies
from the available user experiences on the Experience Web.
This approach also helps modelling context aware systems
as it involves the storage of situational context in the given

3.

SCENARIO AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The following problem is often encountered in real world
programming assignments: The development of a Java based
application deploying a rich GUI to generate and interact
2
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So the three forms of context identified by Brézillon and
Pomerol can be translated into the scenario described in this
paper in the following way:
• The external knowledge is the general programming
context and can be mined for example from within API
documentations and/or general programming knowledge.
• The contextual knowledge is the context(s) relevant for
the actual focus which is given by the implementation
step at hand, aiming at the implementation of a single
feature of the overall application.
• The proceduralised context can be seen as a ‘chunk of
knowledge’ and is defined within our scenario as the
very specific constrains defining the solution the developer searches for at his current task-focus.

Figure 2: The three forms of context [6]

Keep in mind that the proceduralised context can be seen
as a chunk of, also contextual, knowledge [6], which can be
transferred back to the surrounding contextual or even general knowledge after it once was defined/used [27, 6]. Even if
‘only’ the specific context-information for a given focus could
be determined as a proceduralised context this information
is still valuable for the mining for a solution to the focus,
in our case sub problem, given by the feature implementation from the available experience on the Experience Web.
Figure 3 maps the application of Brézillon and Pomerol’s
view on context on the present scenario of implementing an
application following the rapid prototyping approach.
The problem now is to mine for former established/generated proceduralised contexts, i.e., chunks of highly specific
knowledge that can be used as solutions to a specific problem
given by the implementation of a sub problem, i.e., a single
feature in the meta context of the implementation of the
overall application itself. By basing the mining process upon
the context knowledge associated with the problem we can
exploit its problem description capabilities to mine for more
accurate solutions
Due to the highly specific nature of the sub problems at
hand there is no option to look them up in any present ‘How
to’ web portal, as they only provide experiences of a certain
level of abstraction, to abstract to fit a highly specific problem. So far there are only two ways to derive highly specific
solutions from the available experience. The first one is to
rely on the available general knowledge e.g., API or Library
documentations and involves the necessary abstraction and
respective specialisation of the problem at hand to the abstraction level of the available documentation and back to
the specific problem at hand. The second one is to search
for a similar problem description of the problem at hand
manually and to try and find a matching solution which requires minimal effort in adaptation to the problem at hand.
The latter is a very common approach as the following quote
illustrates4 :

with a complex 3-dimensional scene, which was generated
with the use of the Java3D library3 .
The basic assumption within the scenario is further that
the developer is already experienced with the Java programming language but has only minor knowledge of the specific
use of the functionalities the Java3D library provides. Said
application is being implemented following the rapid prototyping approach, where the design of the overall application
and its features are known at the start of the implementation. The actual implementation starts with a minimal
runnable prototype implementing the most basic features,
for example to display a single 3D cube in a window. From
there on selected features of the overall application are seen
as sub problems that are to be implemented in successive
iterations, growing into a series of prototypes with an increasing number of features of the overall application.
So basically the main problem, the development of the application is broken down into a series of sub problems, each
aiming at implementing a feature of the overall application.
These sub problems are all bound to the context of achieving
the goals given for the overall application as well as to the
sub contexts of the neighbouring sub problem, i.e., previous
prototypes and next prototype to be implemented.
Brézillon and Pomerol [7] define context as ‘what constrains problem solving without intervening in it explicitly.’
Further we follow their consideration of three kinds of context within the examined scenario: external knowledge, contextual knowledge and proceduralised context. Figure 2 provides an overview of Brézillon and Pomerol’s view of context.
They assume that at a given focus of attention the context
can be distinguished into a part of the context that is relevant to the given focus and one that is not. The non-relevant
part of the context is called external knowledge while the relevant part is called contextual knowledge [6]. The relevant
knowledge or contextual knowledge thus depends upon the
current focus of attention, given in our scenario by the implementation of a sub problem. A part of it will always be
invoked, assembled structured and situated according to the
given focus, resulting into a proceduralised context which in
our scenario would be the implementation of a sub problem [6]. After the proceduralised context is achieved the
focus then can be shifted to a new focus of attention e.g. a
new sub problem to be solved.
3

‘Last week I finished my first Android application. All through the development stage I had
to google a lot for examples which some were really hard to find (even though you can find reference for everything in the SDK, for me, it’s easier
to understand from a code sample).’
4
http://www.morethantechnical.com/2009/07/30/
first-steps-in-android-programming

http://java3d.java.net
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Figure 3: The three forms of context mapped to the guiding example
This approach is typically followed while learning new programming languages and or beginning to develop in new
SDKs or fields of applications where no prior specific contextual knowledge is available to the developer. Alternative
approaches, besides the herein proposed mining for solutions
from the Experience Web, are already being developed. For
example, code repositories can be of help but are also bound
to certain agreed upon levels of abstractions for the solutions they provide. Another approach to solution providing
is using knowledge-based systems interacting with the development environment, as for example described in [22].
After defining the scenario and mapping to it the three
kinds of context proposed by Brézillon and Pomerol we now
deploy our experiences made during the actual development
of the use case into a guiding example. The guiding example aims at highlighting the key technical as well as content
related aspects of mining for a solution of a contextualised
highly specific problem and give insight on which of these aspects need to be addressed to establish an automated mining
process for said solutions.

4.

The question for the transfer from P to G is formulated in
dependency to the desired characteristics of P, G, and most
importantly, the aspects of M, which are constituted by and
describe the context the problem is situated in. So basically
we are looking to fill the gap in the experience based upon
the description of its known beginning and it’s supposed but
maybe not yet known or even unexpected ending (illustrated
by Figure 4). By describing the context of the problem and
thus defining the characteristics of the missing part we are
looking for to fill in the gap in our experience. However we
are aiming at mining an existing formalised experience of
solving a problem and are not aiming at deep analysis of the
problems nature and/or apply complex Natural Language
Processing (NLP) to derive or determine a solution from
the problem description itself.
As we have already established in section 3 we differentiate
between three kinds of context, general knowledge, contextual knowledge and proceduralised context for goal oriented
tasks. Thus we are aiming to mine a experience representing
a proceduralised context formerly applied successfully. This
experience is searched for by providing as much context information to describe the expected, needed, proceduralised
context, i.e., the gap in our experience and by providing as
much contextual information about the known parts of the
experience, given by the preconditions P and goal conditions
G as well as describing the sector of general knowledge we
aim for to search within by providing as much information
about the meta problem at hand in which the specific problem we are looking at is embedded, which is the overall Java
application in our guiding example.
So we have to take into account three levels of contextualising the available data. These levels are high level which
consists of general knowledge in the problems domain. So
the high level is used to establish the context of the meta
problem at hand.The second next finer level of contextualising is the structure of the meta problem we are trying to
solve. the problem structure itself can be used for contextualising by describing the sequence of sub problems down
to P and G of one single sub problem. The final and most
fine granular level of contextualisiation is aiming at placing
the gap in the experience we try to fill into context. This
most defined level of contextualisiation mainly uses the preand postcondition of the gap in the subtask to determine
and describe the context of the subproblem. This gap has
to be contextualised by as much information regarding the
expected characteristics of the chunk of knowledge, i.e., the

PROCESS AND COMMON ASPECTS OF
SOLUTION MINING

We base the process of mining for a solution to a contextualised highly specific problem on the notions regarding
experience formulated by Schank and Abelson [28]. This
notion assumes that all knowledge and thus all accounts of
experience are story-based. As Schank and Abelson put it,
‘where people’s experiences in life are exactly as expected,
there is no cognitive utility in storing these experiences away
in memory’ [28]. However, there is a cognitive utility to generate a story if a problem, particular a highly specific one
was solved, especially if it was solved for the first time by
the storyteller or after a long period of searching for/trying
to generate a solution to the problem which is often the case
for highly specific problems.
So for the inspection of the task of mining for solutions
to highly specific problems we define such solutions as a
problem solving experiences, composed of a part describing
the preconditions P of the problem, the goal conditions G
after the solution is applied, and the missing part M of the
experience given by the working solution to the problem
described within the experience. Thus the problems solution
can be defined as the sequence of actions needed for the
transfer of a situation from P to G.
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Figure 4: The missing experience chunk
experience or part of an experience we seek to mine to fill the
gap thus complete the experience. If we complete a number
of our highly specific sub problems one after the other we
form a chain of them to finally get a chain that solves the
given meta problem at hand. The sub problems are being
embedded into a chain to form the solution to a meta problem. It can be split in four tasks: decomposing the problem
and characterising its sub problems, result evaluation and
classification of mining targets, mining solutions, and integrating solution in context.

4.1

textual knowledge we will look at, the second most abstract
level of knowledge involved. And each sub problem experience should now have a gap between its P and G waiting to
be filled by a chunk of knowledge or proceduralised context
we aim to mine for.
If the mining takes place in a learning context, where the
next sub problem to reach a meta-problem solution might
not yet be known a complete decomposition of the meta
problem into sub problems cannot be accomplished from
the start on. In such a case the approach will be ‘growing naturally’, in coordination with task 4 ‘Integrating a
solution, proceduralised context, in the contextual- and external knowledge’ and using this growing number of classified/controlled proceduralised contexts to identify further
sub problems in a short range, in the manner of the ‘next
step in the right direction’, i.e., the next solution to a sub
problem useful to reach the goal of solving the meta problem
at hand or just growing the knowledge graph in the problems
domain.
For each sub problem identified we than have to establish
the main characteristics of the sub problem again. This
could for example be, in a text mining approach, to identify
key concepts involved in the sub problem. In our guiding
example this could be for an example a certain Java class
and the exact use of a method the class provides to rotate
geometry around a specific axis. Thus we would end up with
the name of the class, the name of the method, the concepts
of geometry, the verb rotate and the name of the axis as the
key ingredients of the sub problem at hand thus forming the
main components of any question or answer regarding the
solution to this sub problem at hand.
For text mining one could further determine, based upon
empirical data or statistical approaches, common grammar
structures used often for the formulation of similar questions
and for the answers to them. These grammar structures
could then be incorporated into either a direct text mining
on sources of experiences from the web or are incorporated
in the query formation to be used on available web tools,
such as search engines. At this point we are actually going to access the experience available on the Internet which
progresses us to the second task.

Meta problem decomposition and characterising sub problems

The first task at hand is to decompose meta problem into
specific sub problems. This task normally, at least for our
guiding example, is covered by software engineering steps
involved in the generation of the application, such as feature planning. We are not aiming at automatic problem
decomposition. However it could be necessary if the solution mining is not aiming at software engineering or other
beforehand decomposed problems or if only a broad problem
is presented to the mining process which could benefit from
a breakdown into sub problems with regards to providing a
detailed and in depth solution.
Basic to problem decomposition is the problem cognition
‘What is the problem?’. This problem cognition test aims at
establishing in which domain of general knowledge we will
have to mine and which are the top level (or most abstract)
characteristics of the problem at hand being integrated in
the contextualising of the top level description of the problem to be used in the mining process. After completing this
first characterisation of the meta problem we have to decompose the problem into sub problems. This is often done by,
e.g., temporal ordering in a series of sub problems or, as in
our guiding example, by prioritising feature implementation.
Further we define or determine for all sub problems the P
and G, preconditions and goal conditions, as far as we know
them already or as we desire them to be, with regard to the
G’s of our sub problem stories. Thus we should end up with
a set of sub problems given now by a P and G descriptions
forming the contextualising information to describe the con-
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Evaluation and selection of meta result,
queueing and classifying mining targets

ordering of the meta results by sheer quantification of mentions of the key concepts to the problem at hand. Further
parameters that can be employed to refine the sequencing
of the meta results are: estimate of usefulness, based upon
concept-mentioning, grammar analysis, syntactical impression, ranging from coherent, well ordered to chaotic, the
provenance of the meta result, ranging for example from
sponsored meta results to well established expert forums,
which of course demands the necessary meta data to establish the quality of the source of experience. A criterion not
sequencing the meta results but classifying them and thus
distribute them to tailored mining approaches, is the knowledge formalisation approach a concrete source of experience
instruments. Knowing the target sources knowledge representation is important to employ the adequate techniques
for the solution mining task at hand. Furthermore one needs
to adapt said techniques further with regard to make them
scalable.

The second task consists of the identification and evaluation of the experience sources available to us and our means
to access them. By means of access we refer to the device
we are using to access the web, either mobile or desktop for
example, and the tools that we are about to employ in the
mining for solutions. Tools here are a variety of means to
realise the raw knowledge acquisition phase of the mining
process. This raw knowledge acquisition aims at focusing
the actual mining for solutions on areas of the experience
web likely to contain the correct solutions. These areas can
be, for example, expert forums in which a certain topic or
domain, in our guiding example programming for Java3D,
is covered. Tools to identify such areas of interest can be a
variety of search engines, crawlers or different means of accessing the sources of experience available on the Internet.
In our guiding example we relied on a number of expert
forums dealing with Java3D coding. For any search engine
based approach it is important to compose an effective query.
This step is equivalent to designing effective auxiliary data
to steer the behaviour of automated knowledge gathering
tools such as crawlers. The data from the problem characterisation within the first task is incorporated at this time
in to the query composition or gathering component programming. Besides the problem description aiding the query
composition obviously when searching for a transfer from P
to G, representing the solution to the problem, P and G
themselves have to be well described, i.e., formalised to be
incorporated in a query to be used as auxiliary data guiding
the raw data acquisition tools e.g. crawlers.
The next step is processing the query with the tools chosen
(do a search in the guiding example) or run the gathering
tools a first time. The results, which we call meta results
for now, are either a list of possible sources (websites) or the
first volume of raw knowledge gathered by the tools, e.g. raw
text from forums. These meta results are then subjected to
coarse-grained analysis with regard to the density of key
problem concepts mentions and/or matching to established
common grammars used in questions/answers related to the
problem at hand. If this analysis returns a considerable lack
of such concepts and or mismatch of the grammars within
the meta results, the query in use/the auxiliary data guiding
the gathering-tools has to be refined. Contrariwise such a
poor result of a first retrieval of knowledge sources could
be a stern clue on how to reformulate the query/adjust the
auxiliary data, by deriving common concepts or grammar
structures from the meta results of the first retrieval. This is
similar to the behaviour a human shows, when she discovers
the correct way to formulate a question on a problem new
to her and thus a particular complex step to automatise.
As the next task aims for the detailed evaluation of the
concrete results represented by the now present meta results
(such as website snippets forming a search result list or the
volume of raw text from a crawl) it is desirable to schedule the meta results. This scheduling can be achieved by
queueing the detailed analysis of each concrete result represented by its meta result reference with regard to the expected quality, usefulness of the concrete result derived from
the characteristics of its meta result reference. This could be
done for example by temporal ordering with regard to the
already established temporal ordering of sub problems that
is expected for the meta problem. Another approach is the

4.3

Mining solutions from concrete results, evaluating, and using/adapting them

The third task is the deep evaluation of a determined artifact or concrete result from the shallow analysis of the meta
results. In this task the semantics and not only its syntactic or statistical properties like grammar structure or term
frequencies, of the contents of the concrete results are taken
into account for a first time. The need for analysing, at
least roughly, the semantic of the experience contained in
the concrete source at hand is given by the need to determine if we are dealing with a chunk of knowledge describing
a solution or are we, maybe, only looking at a paraphrased
version of our own question, which of course would match
most of the criteria listed so far to also identify a chunk of
knowledge, or experience or bit of an experience, describing
the solution we are searching for. One further could employ pattern matching on the information surrounding the
concrete source considered to be a solution. This could be
done by, for example, analysing the position of a text in
a discussion thread, where a text at the very beginning is
most likely a question for a solution and a text at the end
is most likely a text describing or rating a solution. This
descriptions of usefulness, correctness of solutions provided
is also an aspect we can exploit while mining for solutions
to our problem. We could employ various well established
techniques used for opinion mining on candidates of bits of
knowledge to evaluate the solutions or even identify them
as solutions. This could be achieved by identifying positive,
negative sentimental keywords, grammar structures and the
like, think of identifying sentences like ‘THX that did the
trick :)’ and mine on responses to the chunk of knowledge
we are examining to determine if they were positive or negative. Further options for the evaluation of solutions are provided by community based annotations, such as ratings of
solutions and highlighting problem descriptions as ‘solved’.
If we found a solution text relevant enough to our specific
problem at hand, which includes that we might also want to
roughly determine the abstraction grade of the text in the
concrete result at hand, we must decide if we either want to:
Directly use the solution or adapt it which most often means
a specialisation of the still too abstract, but best find, solution. If we use abstraction and/or specialisation to match
the best found present solution to our specific problem it
means we are moving the solution between our three con-
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texts. Such movement can range from the proceduralised
context, as the most specific, up the levels to find an abstracted version of the solution or problem, and down again
to specialise the solution down to our specific sub problem
at hand. This possibility of the necessity of moving between different levels of abstraction also raises the question
for the knowledge formalisation most likely to being minimal and most exact thus not needing to being abstracted
and/or specialised to adapt the solution mined.
While much effort is invested in the mining for the best
possible and most specific solution to our specific sub problem, it also can’t hurt to memorise a number of known failed
solutions to the problem. These negative examples can help
refine the query and/or auxiliary data guiding the knowledge
acquisition tools, processes by providing filter criteria.

4.4

acquisition from a web community, knowledge modularisation, and agent-based explanation capabilities and knowledge maintenance. The individual components are grouped
into layers according to their function in knowledge management. Knowledge is drawn from different sources, formalised
by a knowledge engineer with the help of an apprentice agent
and stored as problem-solving and explanation knowledge.
Knowledge provision is realised using the knowledge line
approach [2]. The knowledge line’s basic idea is to modularise knowledge analogous to modularising software in the
product line approach within software engineering [30]. The
answer procured by the knowledge provision layer then is
further individualised and enhanced with explanatory information according to the needs of the enquirer.
Integrating solution mining into this architecture seems
to us a valuable addition and a good background to identify some of the challenges still to be overcome to achieve
automated solution mining. The module where automated
solution mining would be realised in is the knowledge formalisation. This interface can already make use of knowledge automatically extracted from experience present in web
communities and transformed into taxonomies [26].
The architecture also is suitable for automatised problem
mining as suposed in this paper. Due to the architextures
approach to knowledge formalisation, using the Knowledge
factory approach and the use of distributed case bases, it is
possible to disassemble complex problems into simpler ones.
This could be used to store sequences of sub problems describing a workflow to solve a more complex meta problem.
Dealing with sub parts of a complex problem as described in
the guiding example, allows for the mining for the solutions
of such sub problems and as the SEASALTexp architexture
allows, due to its Knowledge factory technique, for such a
problem decomposition which in turn allows to be used for a
problem mining approach as described in this work. It further already allows for crawling Internet forums as a way of
acquiring initial, or meta, results to mine concrete solutions
from.
The first challenge to be dealt with is the actual design
of the auxiliary data to help provide the meta results. The
next task is to determine schedule for the concrete results
to be analysed. This requires the already mentioned modelling of common grammars found in problem descriptions
and their respective question- and solution-texts for example. It further implies the question of how to establish
initial Gazetteers of problem specific keywords and how to
evolve/optimise them. Another problem is the question of
the knowledge formalisation approach. Currently the architecture is centred on analysing unstructured text. It is an
interesting question on how it might benefit from better usage of possibilities provided by Semantic Web techniques.
One such aspect, already supported by the architecture is
the use of Linked Open Data. What is not currently supported by the architecture is the use of meta tools, such as
Web search engines.
What is supported and in fact is one of the main features
of the architecture is the use of a distributed knowledge base
following the approach of the experience factory [1]. Adding
a solution knowledge base and diversifying it to represent
any given number of problem sub spaces or sub problems
should be easily doable within the architecture. However the
layout of this distributed problem and/or solution knowledge
base must be designed before the actual KBS is designed

Integrating solution, a proceduralised context, in contextual and external knowledge

The last task in mining and using a solution for a specific
problem is the integration of the solution in the contextual
knowledge or even the external knowledge. This means that
a mined, applied and possibly adapted solution, made up
of a chunk of knowledge, i.e., a proceduralised context, has
to be integrated in a surrounding context to be easily retrieved, reused if the need to solve a problem similar to the
just solved problem should occur, which represents a form
of learning in the problem domain at hand. Therefor we
need to classify the solutions or proceduralised contexts to
annotate them with the problem they are applicable to.
Depending on the evaluation of the solution’s application
we can either integrate the solution as a valid one in our
knowledge in the way described above and move on to mine
for the solution to the next sub problem in the meta problem queue or we need to mine for a new solution. For each
successfully applied solution we have to document its provenance (in our guiding example for example place a bookmark) to enable fast access for mining similar solutions problems and thus learning to how to effectively access the experience sources available. This can be fostered by grouping
the identified sources of experiences, providing successful solutions to sub problems, into groups of similar sub problems
or into groups describing common forms of meta problems.
This structuring of experience resources could, for example,
follow a graph based approach to provide a growing graph
of proceduralised contexts, representing successful problem
solutions, with graph regions themselves describing certain
meta problem chains, representing contextual knowledge for
high level problems and the whole graph itself describing the
general knowledge in the specific family of meta problems solutions were mined for. Another possible way to rearrange
the mined solutions is to build up an ontology describing the
possible solutions in a given domain of meta problems. This
approach would be most likely very similar to the approach
to derive large scale situational ontologies from how-to instructions from the web, described by Jung [12].

5.

CHALLENGES OF AUTOMATING SOLUTION MINING WITHIN SEASALTEXP

An architecture aiming at integrating experience extracted
from the web into its own knowledge repositories is the
Seasaltexp architecture [21]. Seasaltexp provides an application independent architecture that features knowledge
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Figure 5: Explanation-aware knowledge acquisition from web communities with SEASALTexp [21]
and thus it isn’t possible yet within the architecture to create dynamic ‘on the fly’ decompositions of meta problems
into chains of sub problems as of their respective knowledge
bases would need to be designed prior such an problem composition could be done.

6.

this example we introduced basic steps of the solution mining process and common aspects we deem interesting to be
analysed closer in upcoming research on solution mining.
The main aspects of the process of automated mining for
solutions to highly specific problems were identified as meta
problem decomposition and the characterising of sub problems chaining up to a meta problem. Further we identified
the need to evaluate meta results and selecting, queueing
and classifying them in an intelligent way to form an effort
optimising schedule for mining of the concrete results represented by said meta results. We than established example
approaches of mining from the concrete results and identified the need to again evaluate the mined solutions before
use and decide if and how to use the solutions with regard
to possible adaption mainly with regard to needed abstraction, specialisation of the mined problem solution to fit the
abstraction level of the sub problem at hand. Finally we

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Within this paper we have described the task of automated mining for solutions to highly specific problems. We
did so under the premise of mapping the split view on context introduced by Brézillon and Pomerol onto three different levels of abstraction of the problem domain. By this
we integrate the notion of activity or focus and its influence
on the context into the mining for a solution. We loosely
followed a guiding example consisting of the development
of a Java application to demonstrate a real application of
solution hunting and problem decomposition. Based upon
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identified the need to integrate mined successful solutions as
well as mined unsuccessful solutions to a certain degree, into
an overall knowledge representation describing the problem
space we are mining solutions for.
We proposed to use a graph structure representing the
problem space in whole, with regions of the graph representing common meta problem families in the problem domain
and single nodes of the graph representing on successful solution to one highly specific sub problem, representing on
successful chunk of knowledge, bit of experience or proceduralised context. We then took the newly established outlines for automatic solution mining for highly specific problems and considered their integration in an currently developed architecture for the design of knowledge-based systems, namely Seasaltexp . We thereby were able to give a
first insight on possible problems occurring while trying to
integrate automatic solution mining.
For the near future we are aiming at refining the main
tasks described in this paper. We will particularly focus our
efforts on a detailed analysis of the requirements existent for
the syntactic analysis of meta results to establish their likelihood to hold adequate solutions to mine from. Therefor we
are aiming to build a customised NLP application based on
the well established GATE framework [8]. This application
will then be put to use in a mining process for meta results
from a manually established source of experience. We will
than further analyse which characteristics of the meta results are most useful to act as indicators for the presence of
solutions in the source the meta result stands for.
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